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“Overall the discount sector remains one of UK retail’s key
growth areas. However, it is increasingly becoming a tale of
two sides."
- Nick Carroll, Senior Retail Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Tesco enters the discount market with Jack’s
Necessary consolidation in the non-food discount sector
Premium value: the rising importance of premium at the food discounters

The food discounters continue to put on exceptional growth, helped by store openings and the success
of newer ranges such as premium. On the non-food side growth continues to slow, with Poundworld the
latest high-profile failure in 2018. That is not to say there are not great opportunities in non-food
discounting, B&M and Home Bargains are showing this, but too many in the sector have hung on to
strategies that whilst successful during the recession, do not speak to the current demands of UK
shoppers.
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Figure 41: Agreements to attitudes towards discounters and online, by age, June 2018

Frequency of Food & Drink Purchasing at Discounters
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Leading Players – Key Metrics
Revenue
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Figure 57: Leading discounters’ sales, 2013/14-2017/18
Operating profits and margins
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Market Shares
Food discounters account for over half the market
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Space Allocation Summary
Food discounters – Summary
Figure 68: Food discounters: Summary shelf frontage space allocation estimates, September 2018
Food discounters - Detailed space allocation
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Non-food discounters – Summary
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Retail Product Mix
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Innovation and Launch Activity
Lidl showcases bakery innovation
Poundland capitalising on growth in skincare market with own-brand launch
Car-sharing service for shoppers
Lidl launches AI wine chatbot
Tesco discount store rumours
New ‘softer’ Netto store concept
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Figure 75: Netto new 3.0 concept store, Copenhagen
Lidl seduces Parisians with luxury pop-up store
Cheap food and drink online

Advertising and Marketing Activity
Total advertising spend down 14.4% year-on-year in 2017
Figure 76: Total recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail total advertising expenditure by the UK’s leading discounters,
2013-17
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80% of advertising expenditure channelled through TV and press
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Brand analysis
Aldi stands apart with the strongest brand
Figure 85: User profile of Aldi, July 2018
Home Bargains the best performing brand of the non-food discounters
Figure 86: User profile of Home Bargains, July 2018
B&M stands out despite lower recommendation levels
Figure 87: User profile of B&M, July 2018
Lidl loses ground to Aldi
Figure 88: User profile of Lidl, July 2018
Poundland is most used but least recommended
Figure 89: User profile of Poundland, July 2018

Aldi Stores Ltd
What we think
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Figure 90: Aldi, London, February 2018
Background
Company performance
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B&M European Value Retail
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Poundland Ltd (UK)
What we think
Background
Company performance
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Retail offering

Wilko Retail Ltd
What we think
Background
Company performance
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Figure 101: Wilko: Group financial performance, 2013/14-2017/18
Figure 102: Wilko: Outlet data, 2013/14-2017/18
Retail offering
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